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Section 1—A Definition of EDI

What Is EDI?
In its simplest form, Electronic Data Interchange, or EDI, is the computer-to-computer exchange
between two companies of standard business documents in electronic format. There are two key
elements in basic EDI. First, electronic documents replace paper documents. Second, the exchange
of documents takes place in a standardized format. Using these two basic concepts, any business
can enter the world of EDI and begin taking advantage of the speed and economy of electronic
commerce.

In today’s fast-paced business world, your business may already be moving in this direction.
Customers or suppliers may already be approaching you to begin trading information electronically.
To the newcomer to EDI, it may seem a very confusing topic. This Primer will provide you with an
overview of what EDI is, how it can benefit your business, and what the steps are that you will
need to take to become an electronic trading partner.

Traditional Document Exchange
Let’s take just a moment to look at an example that highlights some of the differences between
traditional paper document transactions and Electronic Data Interchange.

One of the first places that many businesses implement EDI is in the exchange of a purchase order
(PO). In the traditional method of processing a purchase order, a buyer or purchasing agent will go
through a fairly standard procedure to create a purchase order, consisting of these steps:

• A buyer reviews data from an inventory or planning system.

• The buyer enters data into a screen in the purchasing system to create a PO.

• The buyer waits for the PO to be printed, usually on a special form.

• After the PO is printed, the buyer mails it to the vendor.

• The vendor receives the purchase order and posts it in their order entry system.

• The buyer calls the vendor periodically to determine if the PO has been received
and processed.
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When you add up the internal processing time required by the sender and receiver, and then add
a couple of days for the mail, this process normally takes between three and five days. This
assumes first that both the sender and receiver handled the PO expeditiously, and that at every
point along the way there are no errors in transcribing data from a form to a system.

The EDI Alternative
Now, consider the same document exchange when a company places its purchase orders
electronically using EDI.

• The buyer reviews the data and creates the purchase order, but does not print it.

• EDI software creates an electronic version of the PO and transmits it automatically to the
sender within minutes.

• The vendor’s order entry system receives the PO and updates the system immediately upon
receipt.

• The vendors order entry system creates an acknowledgment and transmits it back to the
sender to confirm receipt.

What took up to five days with paper and the postal system has just taken less than one hour. By
eliminating the paper handling from most of the stages of the process, EDI transforms the tradi-
tional paper process to look like this:
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This fairly simple example illustrates just one of the many ways that businesses can profit by the
implementation of Electronic Data Interchange. In the following section, we’ll look at some of the
reasons why EDI is becoming a necessity for conducting business in today’s economy.

Section 2—The Need for EDI

The Business Need
Replacing paper documents with electronic ones will necessarily require changing the way you
do business. In the simple example described above, replacing a paper purchase order with an
electronic one will provide several obvious benefits. It will also have an impact on the way you
order your supplies. It will mean replacing your current paper system with a very different way
of doing business.

Since changing the way you do business is not a task you will undertake casually, you might
wonder at this point why you should upset a process and procedures that work well. In today’s
global economy, every business faces constant pressures to improve the quality of its products
or services, while at the same time tightly controlling or reducing costs.While computer informa-
tion technology has automated or streamlined many internal processes, in many businesses the
external processes of exchanging information with customers and suppliers still lag far behind
the internal procedures. The need for speed and accuracy in these external processes is becoming
ever more critical.

The Need for Speed
Speed, whether in the increased velocity of moving products from design to the market place, or
in the rapid response of a supplier to customer demands, is vital to success. Increased speed can
benefit a business in several ways:

• Shorten lead times for product enhancement or new product delivery. The market advan-
tage of months or even weeks can have a major impact on profitability.

• Do more with less. Staff reductions, commonplace in many businesses, require that fewer
people accomplish more work. Handling exchange of data electronically may be critical to
survival, giving employees the tools to be more productive while reducing overhead.

• Reduced delivery cycle times mean reduced lead times and lowered inventory carrying
costs.

The Need for Accuracy
Accuracy in the exchange of business documents is always important. The traditional paper docu-
ment exchange requires information transfer through transcription or data entry, and any such
information transfer will introduce errors into the process.
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Increases in speed are often difficult to attain because of the need to avoid transcription errors. As
speed increases, so does the likelihood of error. Advantages gained by increases in velocity may be
easily offset by the high cost of error correction.

There are several obvious cost savings that will result from increased accuracy of information trans-
ferred to suppliers and customers:

• Increased customer satisfaction

• Reduced overhead required either to detect or to reprocess erroneous documents

• Reduced costs to expedite goods or services that are late or lost

The Competitive Advantages of EDI
EDI is the tool that can enable businesses to achieve dramatic increases in speed, while they
realize at the same time the benefits of improved accuracy in the transfer of critical information.
Documents transferred directly from computer to computer move in orders of magnitude more
quickly than paper documents, with no loss of accuracy.

Because paper documents have been replaced with electronic transactions, it is easy to maintain elec-
tronic logs or audit trails of document handling activity. From this, businesses gain a substantial
increase in the ability to track status and measure performance throughout the entire process.

Let’s take a closer look at some of the benefits of the example mentioned above to highlight the
advantages of the electronic process over the traditional paper process.

• The process takes minutes or hours instead of days.

• The PO goes from the buyer’s computer through a network to the vendor’s computer with
no human intervention. There is no need to copy or transcribe the PO upon receipt, elimi-
nating the possibility of data entry error.

• The electronic document has not been handled by any mailroom staff, postal or delivery
service, or data entry staff. It will not wait in any in-basket, and it won’t have to wait while
staff are on the phone.

• The buyer receives rapid confirmation of PO receipt.

These facts can translate directly into cost savings resulting from reduced cycle times, reduced over-
head, and improved accuracy. In today’s business environment, companies cannot afford to ignore
these benefits.
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EDI Provides Speed
Using EDI will provide specific and measurable increases in the speed of document transfer, with
accompanying decreases in document cycle time.

• Sending an electronic message across the country or around the world requires only
seconds or minutes as opposed to days. Such transmissions typically occur at over 1000
characters per second.

• Data is available immediately for use in internal applications. Data, once received, needs
only to be translated internally into the specific format required by the receiver’s application
software, and it is ready for use.

• Reduced business cycle times provide a competitive edge in any business.

EDI Improves Accuracy
Electronic transfer of data eliminates the need for copying data from one paper document to
another, or for keying the data into a business application screen. Every time data is transferred,
there is opportunity for error. In the typical manual purchase order, a person enters or copies
information from the paper form at least once.With EDI, improved accuracy is obtained in
several different ways:

• Electronic data is usually derived from a database, where data has been subject to prior
validation;

• Electronic documents are transferred accurately regardless of size. If transmission of a large
document is not successful, users can invoke re-transmission procedures rapidly;

• Even if several different parties process the electronic document, with each party adding data
to the existing document, none has the ability to alter previously entered information.

EDI Reduces Costs
Your business may obtain a variety of cost reductions as a result of implementing EDI. These
reductions can include both cost savings and cost avoidance. These points summarize just a few of
the more general types of savings you can expect:

• Reduction of overhead costs by eliminating human handling in such areas as mailroom
sorting and circulation, clerical document preparation, and data entry.

• Substantial cost savings can result from reduced error rates. These savings include savings in
labor costs normally used to search for errors, and in lowered expediting costs.

• Reduction of inventory costs through shortened order processing and delivery cycles,
and generally lowered inventory levels. Lowered inventory levels result in corresponding
reductions in carrying costs. Inventory costs can, in some businesses, account for as much
as 90 percent of total product cost, so even modest reductions in this area can result in
dramatic savings.
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EDI Is Flexible
A business can implement EDI transactions in a phased-in approach, allowing a business to target
specific areas for immediate improvement, while migrating gradually to full implementation.

EDI: An Integral Role
EDI has become a powerful management tool for increasing velocity and achieving benefits of
speed, accuracy and cost reduction. Many companies are requiring their vendors and suppliers to
enter into electronic information trading relationships.

The Building Blocks
The previous sections described what EDI is, and some of the ways it can be beneficial to any
business. It is important to understand some of the fundamentals of the EDI process in order to
make sound choices when the time comes to begin the implementation in your own business.
This section will provide an overview of how EDI works.

First, we will take a look at what composes an EDI document then we will describe how a
business can make use of the basic building blocks to send a document electronically.

The challenge of defining the electronic document is that it must be specific enough to be able to
serve the needs of any business without imposing unnecessary requirements. Because it must be
done by computer, there can be no ambiguity. Each required piece of information requires explicit
definition.

For example, if you are sending an electronic purchase order, the paper document must be trans-
lated into a specific standard formal (e.g., ANSI X.12 or EDIFACT) for purchase orders. This need
to define everything down to the last period and comma leads to a necessary amount of detail
that may seem a bit bewildering on first glance. An overview of what the pieces are and how
these pieces fit together should help eliminate some of the mystery about what an EDI document
actually is.We’ll begin by describing the basic building block of all EDI messages—the Data
Element. Then we’ll review how these elements are combined into Segments, which in turn forms
Messages that are transmitted in electronic Envelopes.

Section 3—How EDI Works
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The Data Element
The basic building blocks of an electronic document are data elements, which represent unitary
pieces of information. An address is not a data element, because it can be broken down into several
elements such as street address, city, state and country. Each of these pieces of information cannot be
further divided, and therefore represent elements. A phone number is an example of data that can be
further divided into elements such as country code, area code, and local number.

The data element definition will describe:

• The type of data (numeric, alphanumeric, date, time)

• The minimum and maximum length allowed

• Code or conditional values that must be observed with a particular type of data

Definition of a data element for unit cost would allow you to stipulate the exact length and num-
ber of decimal places. A currency code would allow you to indicate what currency is being used
in the unit cost field.

The Segment
If you were filling out information on a purchase order, you would expect to see groups of related
data. The shipping address is one such logical group that is composed of several elements. The
address has meaning only when all required elements are present. These elements, when taken
together, represent a logical grouping of information, and are referred to as a segment.

Segments are very important in structuring an electronic message because they provide a way of
tying together related data elements. Segments also allow us to distinguish between like data ele-
ments. If, as will frequently be the case, there are two different addresses, each will have its own
segment. Both segments will contain identical data elements, but each will contain a code speci-
fying what type of address is contained in the segment.
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Quantity Unit No. Description Price

3 CSE 6988 Cellulose Sponges 12.75
 12 EA P458 Plastic Pails .457
 4 EA 1640Y Yellow Dish Drainer .94

1 DZ 1587 6” Plastic Flower Pots 3.08

ANSI X12 Standard Format

IT1*1*3*CA*12.75*VC*6988 N/L
IT1*2*12*EA*.457*VC*P458 N/L
IT1*3*4*EA*.94*VC*1640Y N/L
IT1*4*1*DZ*3*VC*1587 N/L

Translation from “Human Readable”
to a “Machine Readable” Standard
Format

From:   <

To: >



For each type of document, there is a standard definition of the data segments that can be
used to build the document, along with a dictionary of which data elements can be used in each
segment.

Data segments have been defined broadly enough that they may serve the needs of many types of
messages. A segment for vendor name may be used not only in a purchase order, but also
in an invoice, and a shipment notification. In each different document, the segment will have
different information requirements. The segment definition for a specific message will identify:

• All mandatory data elements

• Any optional or conditional data elements

• The required sequence of data elements within the segment

• The maximum number of occurrences of the segment

An optional data element may not be required depending on other information present.
For example, while unit-of-measure would be mandatory, data elements related to discounts
might be optional. A currency type would be conditional based upon the countries of the sender
and receiver.

The Message
When all the segments are collected together into a prescribed sequence they form a complete
electronic document. This electronic document is referred to as a message, or transaction set. A
complete message is the equivalent of one business document, such as a purchase order, invoice,
or advance shipping notice.

For each message, complete documentation is available to define specifically what information is
required. The definition of a message will include:

• Which segments may be used in the message

• The required sequence of the segments

• Which segments are mandatory and which are optional

• How many times a segment may be repeated

• Specific rules for repeating, looping and usage

Complete documentation for all message types is readily available from a variety of sources. If you
have been asked to begin a trading partnership with another business, they will probably provide
the necessary implementation guidelines to you.
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Bear in mind that there are many different standards for EDI messages. So the definition for a
message will differ, depending upon which set of standards you are using.

The Envelope
Paper business documents are sent in envelopes and it is possible to mail many documents in a
single envelope. It is no different with electronic documents. EDI incorporates several levels of
envelopes, in order to insure that each document is correctly identified, and that only like docu-
ments are grouped together. The electronic envelope will actually be composed of two parts: a
“header” placed at the beginning of a series of related records, and a “trailer” that will follow the
last of the records. There are three standard types of electronic envelopes.

• Message envelopes define the start and end of a specific document, and will describe the
type of document, and the number of segments included in that document.

• Functional Group envelopes are used to enclose all message envelopes of a specific transac-
tion set type. All purchase orders will be included in one functional group, and all invoices
will be included in a second functional group.

• Interchange envelopes enclose all functional group envelopes being sent to the same desti-
nation. The interchange envelope contains the identity and electronic mailbox address of
the sender and the receiver, control information, and counts of transactions.
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Putting the Blocks Together
The building blocks that we have reviewed are necessary to successful EDI but they are not
something you will have to contend with on a daily basis. Defining the structure of your EDI
message is done at the beginning of the implementation process. After that, you can proceed with
the business of generating the documents. This section will describe how that process
generally takes place.

The Basic Steps of EDI
The process of sending an electronic document requires a series of steps on the part of the
sending and receiving partners. Once you have defined all of the building blocks of your EDI
message, most of these steps will either be automated or become part of the procedure.
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Steps the Sender Must Take
The sender of any EDI document must generally take three steps. First, the information for the
electronic document must be prepared. Then the document must be translated into a standard
format. Finally, the document must be transmitted to the receiver.

Document Preparation
The first step in any sequence of Electronic Data Interchange is the collection and organization of
data. For example, instead of printing a purchase order, the system creates an electronic file with
the necessary information to build an electronic document. The sources of data and the methods
available to generate the electronic documents are as varied as there are businesses and applica-
tions. They can include:

• Human data entry via screens

• Transcribing data into a software translation product

• Exporting PC-based data from spreadsheets or databases

• Reformatting electronic reports into data files
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• Enhancing existing applications to automatically create output files specifically for transla-
tion into an EDI standard.

• Purchasing application software that has built-in interfaces for EDI output files.

Outbound Translation
The next step is to translate this electronic file into a standard format using the appropriate
segments and data elements. Specialized “translation” software “maps” the data from the
electronic purchase order file into the message format required by the purchase order message.

Translation software is available to suit just about any computing environment and budget, from
large mainframe systems that handle thousands of transactions daily to PC packages that need
only process a few hundred transactions a week.

Outbound Communication
The sender’s computer will connect to a Value Added Network, or VAN.The file is transmitted to
the electronic version of an “out” box. Upon successful receipt, the VAN will process and route the
transaction to the electronic mailbox of the receiver.

Steps the Receiver Must Take
The receiver of the EDI document must take these same three steps, in reverse order. The first
step is to retrieve the document from the sender. Then the document must be translated from the
standard format into data that the receiver’s systems can use. Finally, the translated file is applied
to the receiver’s application database.

Inbound Communication
The receiver’s computer connects with the VAN and receives any files waiting in its electronic “in”
box. The computer stores the file where it will be accessible to the receiver’s translation software.

Inbound Translation
The receiver’s translation software will reverse the process that the sender went through by “map-
ping” or translating the file from the standard PO message format into a format that the receiver’s
internal system can understand. This process will strip out any data in the file used
for routing or control purposes.

Processing Electronic Documents
The receiver’s internal customer order processing system processes the newly received and
translated purchase orders. As with document preparation, a variety of options for processing the
translated file are available.

A significant addition to the transfer of an electronic document is the confirmation.When the
transaction is successfully processed by the receiver a functional acknowledgment is sent to advise
the sender that the file has been successfully received.
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Options for Any Need and Budget
It should be apparent from this discussion that participation in EDI trading partnerships can
be accomplished by any business. Initial entry into EDI does NOT require a heavy investment in
computing resources and a sophisticated portfolio of business applications software. By the same
token, if a business has already developed its business applications, the capabilities of that software
can be significantly and cost-effectively enhanced to provide even more benefits.

Section 4—The Tools of EDI

EDI Standards
We have described EDI as an electronic exchange of data in a mutually agreed-upon format.
Since there are countless application software packages creating business documents, all
constructed for specific needs and based on different data requirements, the need to provide
a common definition of data formats is fundamental to successful EDI.

If a business were planning to exchange data with only a single trading partner, standards
would be unnecessary. The sender could simply provide the schematic layout of the data to
the receiver and send the data on its way without any translation.

The Need for Standards
Limiting EDI to a single partner is unrealistic.With more than a small number of trading part-
ners, the best way of getting them all to agree upon a common format for exchanging information
is to turn to the comprehensive national and international standards developed over the last two
decades. These standards, typically developed by specific industry or business groups, provide com-
monly agreed upon formats for use in virtually every type of business communication.

Standards Bodies
Beginning in the late 1980s, many American industry-specific standards committees began to
consolidate their separate standards under the auspices of the American National Standards
Institute. All major American EDI transaction groups are now incorporated as subsets of the
Accredited Standards Committee (ASC), referred to as the X.12 group of standards.

However, the increasingly global extent of many business enterprises requires that companies may,
at the very least, have to be aware of the other major standards groups. These include, to name a
few, SCC/JTC EDI in Canada, SITPRO in the United Kingdom, and DIN in Germany.

The United Nations has been active in developing a single set of international standards, under the
general authority of EDIFACT (Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Commerce and
Transport). The EDIFACT standards have rapidly gained worldwide acceptance.
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EDI Communication
Early pioneers faced technically complicated and costly choices when it came to communicating
with their trading partners. Therefore, early use of EDI tended to be within rather than between
companies and was limited to those who could afford to develop and maintain
extensive internal electronic networks.

Value Added Networks
Fortunately, today EDI users have a much more effective and cost-efficient option. Any business,
regardless of size, can turn to third-party network services, commonly referred to as ‘Value Added
Networks’ or VANs. The VAN functions as a clearing house for electronic transactions, serving as
a private electronic mail service.

Utilizing a VAN, businesses can send all of their EDI files to a single destination. The VAN then
routes data to each recipient’s own electronic mailbox. If the recipient of the file does not sub-
scribe to the particular VAN used by the sender, the transaction will be routed from one VAN to
the other.

VAN Benefits
Maintaining a private network is a sizable task, requiring specialized equipment, software and
technical support. The VAN provides a very easy solution to EDI communications needs.
In addition, a full service VAN can provide other services, including translation, standards
compliance checking,WI software, and consulting services to ease the implementation process.
Generally a VAN will provide the following benefits:

Flexibility
A major advantage of using a VAN is that you can be certain of being able to communicate with
the VAN using a wide variety of standard communication protocols.

Cost
The cost of using a VAN is relatively inexpensive.While billing methodologies differ from one
VAN to another, subscribers will typically pay per-transaction charges, and a pro-rated charge
based on data volume.

VANs are somewhat more expensive than postage, but a cost benefit analysis that considers
reduced handling costs and the cost-avoidance of alternate methods of communication will lead
you to conclude that the pricing of VAN services is reasonable and cost-effective.

Security
AVAN allows the user to send and receive information only to and from their own electronic
mailbox. The VAN handles all transfer of information from the sender’s mailbox into the receiver’s
mailbox. This allows trading partners to be certain that they can freely exchange information but
at the same time they can avoid giving direct access to their own internal systems.
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Maintenance
All of the communications hardware and software is maintained by the VAN. A business is only
responsible for maintaining the communications equipment which provides access to the VAN.

Accountability and Auditing
Networking activity and costs can be tracked and quantified on a detailed basis.While billing
services vary, most VANs provide itemized breakdowns of charges in much the manner as credit
card companies provide similar services to their accounts.

User Services
VANs may provide translation services in cases where such EDI software is unavailable for your
hardware platform. Many VANs provide consulting services to help you plan and carry out EDI
implementation in your business. The support of experienced EDI VAN personnel for implemen-
tation and continuing operations should not be minimized. Full service EDI and electronic
commerce providers offer extensive capabilities and support on a global basis for their customers.

EDI Translation Software
Obviously, you must have software in order to implement EDI. There is a broad range of options
available, whether for low-cost, first-time implementation or for the integration of EDI into a
comprehensive portfolio of existing software.

Translation Software Packages
With the continuing growth of EDI has also come the growth of a comprehensive library of EDI
translation software packages. The scope of these packages ranges from modest PC-based transla-
tor packages to large-scale systems for proprietary minicomputers and mainframes, complete with
embedded communications features and job and transmission scheduling capability. Basically you
can find a package for every budget

Third-party translation packages offer several advantages over in-house development:

• Comprehensive Standards Coverage:Most third party translation packages include all
published ANSI X12 and EDIFACT standards.

• Updates: Standards definitions are constantly evolving as new transaction sets are
formally accepted. Third party packages usually include standards updates as a part of the
annual licensing or maintenance.

• Cost Effectiveness: The cost of a package is significantly less than the cost for in-house
development.

EDI Hardware Platforms
Businesses seeking to implement EDI in today’s computing environment have a variety of choic-
es, from PCs to mainframes. EDI translation software is available for the complete
spectrum of hardware choices. Even if a business is committed to a hardware platform for which
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little software is available, a PC or UNIX computer can be integrated into any computing
environment. It is safe to say that a business’s hardware should not constrain its options in
implementing EDI.

Internet EDI
Businesses who are not interested in setting up an in-house EDI operation, with the trained staff
that would normally be required, can choose an Internet EDI system. This is a subscription-
based, entry-level service that uses a web-based interface. Internet EDI enables small to medium-
sized businesses to receive, turn-around, create and manage electronic documents using a web
browser. This service seamlessly transforms your data into EDI and transmits it to your trading
partners. Pre-populated forms enable businesses to communicate and comply with their trading
partners’ requirements using built-in business rules. Using a friendly web interface, EDI transac-
tions can be received, edited and sent as easily as an email.

Sophisticated features like form pre-population, packing slip, and UCC-128 label printing
increase speed and efficiency while reducing labor and costs. You will be able to receive EDI
documents (ex: purchase orders) and send EDI invoices and shipping documents (ASN) with
no software to install. All you need is Internet access. This web-based, easy-to-use system is
accessible from anywhere.

An Overview of Implementation
Implementing EDI in your business will require broad participation. In many respects, it will be
similar to developing and installing any internal system. EDI projects however, will have the
added feature of requiring inter-company cooperation between you and your trading partner.
Good planning and communication are essential to success.

EDI projects will benefit from several important steps that we will review here:

• Business Needs Analysis—Analyze your business needs to correctly identify areas of
your business where EDI will return the most benefit.

• Requirements definition—Carefully define the requirements, both internal and external,
and understand the costs to ensure that there are no expensive surprises. Carefully define
requirements to help you focus on your objectives.

• Project Implementation—Pick a pilot project for the first implementation and then
proceed to full implementation.

Business Needs Analysis
One of the most important keys to successfully implementing EDI is to ensure that it is being
implemented in the correct place. It is critical that you carefully analyze your current business
methods and practices to determine where you can profitably implement EDI.

Section 5—Implementing EDI
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Without a strategic analysis it is very easy to solve the wrong problem. If a company successfully
implements a project that reduces retail order processing time from days to hours, but has failed
to understand that reducing delivery time from weeks to days is the real problem, the benefits of
the improvement will go unnoticed.What may be a failure to correctly define the problem will be
viewed by management as a failure of the EDI solution. This may result in a management deci-
sion to curtail or eliminate future projects.

You can take several concrete steps in your business requirements analysis that will help to ensure
the success of your EDI project

• Define business objectives. This requires both that you determine the proper objectives
and that you state them in measurable terms.Without measurable objectives, it is very dif-
ficult to determine whether your project was successful.

• Obtain management commitment early. Because EDI is an enterprise-wide initiative,
that crosses many functional boundaries, having positive management support will help to
guarantee good communication and broad user support for the project.

• Seek objectives of mutual benefit. EDI is first and foremost an enterprise-wide initia-
tive, requiring partnership. Picking objectives that will benefit only one partner is certain
to fail. Suppose you wish to have your suppliers invoice you electronically.While the
advantages to you may be great, the supplier may see little benefit from the exchange.
A more realistic partnership approach is to request invoicing in exchange for automatic
fund transfer for payment. This way, everybody wins.

• Define realistic objectives. Start with a small project and gain experience. For initial EDI
projects, you should seek limited objectives with perceivable benefits. The knowledge base
you build from the first simple steps will go a long way towards ensuring the success of
your long range plan.

• Provide measurable objectives. If you state the objective of a project to be the reduction
of a specific expense or cycle time by some specific amount, the project, once implemented
and completed, is expected to become a success.

• Prioritize transactions and potential trading partners. While it may be tempting to go
after the biggest problem, or the problem with the biggest immediate return, a prudent
course of action is to pick a smaller target on the first project. Identifying a simple transac-
tion set and the first partner with previous EDI experience will pay off in the long run.

• Obtain expert help. Don’t be afraid to ask for help. The small cost of expert consulting
help can pay for itself very quickly by ensuring that you avoid larger costs.

Requirements Definition
Once you have defined your business needs and EDI objectives, you should look critically
at the external and internal requirements for implementing the project. Many of these require-
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ments will involve related choices. If you wish to use specific computer hardware, this will
affect your choices for software. If, on the other hand, you select a specific package of software, it
may dictate the platform you will purchase.

External Requirements
Since you will be dealing with other companies, there are several areas where you should be sure
to define the terms of your information exchange.

• Trading partner agreements. Trading partner agreements have become the standard tool
for defining the terms of your relationship with a trading partner. Mutual review of these
agreements is recommended to ensure that both parties know all the terms of the
exchange.

• Standards definition. You will need to ensure that you are in agreement with your
trading partner on exactly what standard and version you will use as the basis of your
communication

• Transaction definition. Definition of each transaction set is of critical importance.
This will involve mutual agreement upon which segments and data elements you will use,
and how you will handle optional and conditional data. You will need to complete a thor-
ough definition of the transaction sets you will be using before you can analyze your inter-
nal system requirements.

• Communication compatibility. If your trading partner does not use the same VAN as you
have selected, will it be possible to have your VAN route transactions to your partner? If
your partner does not subscribe to a service you may want to encourage them to do so.
Your VAN service should be able to help you here.

• Frequency of exchange. You will need to define the frequency of information exchange,
and what the transmission “windows” will be. This will have a direct impact on internal
software modifications you will have to make.

• Conflict Resolution. Both trading partners need to agree upon procedures for handling
conflicts that may arise. This would include agreements on responsibility for retransmission
and data correction. It should involve identifying points of contact and procedures for
resolution.

Internal Requirements
The internal requirements for EDI implementation include those areas that will not directly affect
your trading partner.

• Define your computer hardware requirements. Are you bound to a specific hardware
platform or can you let the software options direct your hardware choices?
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• Determine your internal software approach. Software may require modification to
be able to accommodate new or different data requirements. The extent of the modifica-
tions and your internal resources will determine whether you pursue in-house modifica-
tions, contract software development, or purchase systems.

• Identify your translation software. You will need to know the expected initial volume as
well as the projected transaction growth to correctly size your translation package. Your
choice of translators will be influenced by hardware choices or constraints.

• Select a VAN service provider. There are a large number of VAN service providers.
Factors to consider in selecting a VAN should include range of services, inter-connectivity
and cost.

• Select an internal communications solution. What communications protocols will be
needed? What level of phone line support will be required?

Project Implementation
When requirements definition is completed, the project will be ready for implementation.
The process of implementing your EDI project should be managed just as you would manage
any major project in your business.

If the scope of the project is relatively large, it is always a sound idea to break the project into
smaller, more manageable objectives. Because of the structured nature of EDI, this is fairly
easy to do. You might wish to limit your first stage of the implementation to a single user and
a single message set, using this first stage as a pilot project through which you can gain valuable
experience for later and more complex stages of the project.

Pilot Project
A pilot project is a realistic way to begin EDI in your business. A properly selected and limited
pilot project will be easier to implement with minimal impact. The success of the pilot will surely
be an asset in promoting expansion of the project to company-wide application.

A typical pilot project would have the following characteristics:

• Limited Scope: The project should have only a limited impact on business procedures,
and should be small enough that the project can be implemented fairly rapidly. Quick
implementation can keep enthusiasm high.

• Visible benefits: If savings in effort or cost can be readily demonstrated, the benefits will
promote continued expansion of EDI projects.

• Limited risk: The first EDI project will be a learning experience. The best project is one
where mistakes will not have any significant impact on your business.
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Full Implementation
When you have successfully implemented your pilot project, follow immediately with projects to
move you toward your goal of full implementation. Once you have implemented a transaction set
with one trading partner, expansion is easy.

• Add more trading partners:With the first transaction set in place, you can add more
trading partners at a fairly rapid pace. You will need to go through the process of
defining all the external requirements for that trading partner, but you have already
done the hard part during the pilot.

• Add new transaction sets (messages): With one transaction set implemented, it is a nat-
ural progression to continue to add new transaction sets with your existing trading partners.

Most network service providers can provide you with a full range of implementation planning
and support services to help you plan an orderly expansion of your EDI capability.

Assessing the Benefits
Benefit assessment is an important step that is often overlooked.When you have finished any
important stage in implementing EDI in your business, take the time to assess the benefits.
Use them to your advantage in securing management and user support for further projects.
If you have well-defined objectives, your results will promote themselves.

A Final Note
As we have seen, EDI can present many challenges that must be overcome in order for you to
achieve value for your company. Meeting these challenges will certainly provide you with tremen-
dous opportunities to enhance the way you do business. It is our hope that this introduction to
the tools, techniques and terminology of EDI will de-mystify the subject of EDI and provide you
with enough basic understanding of the process that you can take your first step into the world of
Electronic Data Interchange.

In today’s global economy, reducing the time and cost required to satisfy customer requests are
keys to differentiating you from your competitors. Implementing EDI will help you to build clos-
er ties with your trading partners, and will give you an important tool to help you achieve levels
of efficiency previously unavailable.

EDI, however is not the end of the story. It is only the beginning. EDI is part of a full range of
electronic commerce solutions available from GXS. Electronic commerce can further enhance the
way you do business.

GXS provides many capabilities that you can use to successfully enter the world of electronic
commerce. For more information see www.gxs.com.

Section 6—Summary
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Terms and Definitions

A
Accredited Standard: Committee X.12: The group author-
ized by the American National Standards Institute to devel-
op and maintain the EDI Standards used in the United
States. (See: ANSI; ANSI ASC-X.12; American National
Standards Institute).

American National Standards Institute: The national stan-
dards body for the United States. ANSI, through its accredit-
ed standards committees, keeps the standards for all applica-
tions of technology and mechanics for US. Industry.

ANSI: Acronym for the American National Standards
Institute.

ANSI ASC X.12: Acronym for the American National
Standards Institute, Accredited Standards Committee X.12.

C
Communications: The means of electronically linking two
computers to exchange information in EDI.

Communication Software: Programs that allow computers
to communicate through MODEMS. Some are capable of
automatic communications, such as auto-dial and auto-
answer.

D
Data Dictionary: A Listing of all the data elements, and
sometimes the segments and messages, unique to the
specific system of EDI Standards being used.

Data Element:One or more data items, forming a unit
or piece of information as defined in the data dictionary
of a system of EDI Standards, and contained in an EDI
message or transaction set. The term “data element” is often
abbreviated as DE followed immediately by the data element
number (i.e., data element 128 would be abbreviated as
DE128) in some texts.

Data Element Composite: Two or more related data items
separated by a delimiter character, grouped together to form
a unit or piece of information as defined in the data diction-
ary of a system of EDI Standards, and contained in an EDI
message or transaction set.

DISA:Data Interchange Standards Association. This is the
trade organization that acts as secretariat for ANSI ASC X.12
and the Pan-American EDIFACT Board in the United
States.

Download: The process of receiving data from another com-
puter at a remote site onto the computer under the control
of the operator.

E
EDI: The standard abbreviation for Electronic Data
Interchange.

EDIFACT: Acronym for Electronic Data Interchange For
Administration, Commerce and Transport, the international
EDI Standard as developed through the United Nations.

Electronic Data Interchange: The computer-to-computer
transfer of business transaction information using standard,
industry accepted, message formats.

Electronic Mail: The process of sending, receiving, storing,
and/or forwarding messages in digital form via telecommu-
nication.

E-Mail: The standard abbreviation for Electronic Mail.

End-User: Anyone who uses a computer system or its
output.

Envelope: The combination of header, trailer and sometimes
other control segments, that define the start and end of an
individual EDI message.
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F
File: A collection of related records treated as a basic unit of
storage in a computer system. Piles are stored on magnetic
storage media such as disks or tapes. There are many types
of files in a computer’s memory. Each program that the
computer runs is written in a file that is then stored for later
execution. Each database that the computer uses to store
data that will be used by the programs to do their work is a
file, or in some cases, a series of files that are read by the
programs as they run.

File, Flat: A computer file where all the information is run
together in a single character string.

File Structure: The format into which a file is arranged by
the computer, so that the information it contains can be
retrieved on demand.

Functional Acknowledgment: An EDI message that is sent
in response to the receipt of an EDI message or packet of
messages to notify the sender of the original message that
it was received. It acknowledges only the receipt of the mes-
sage or message packet, and does not imply agreement with,
or understanding of, its content.

H
Hardware: The physical part of the computer system, such
as the CPU, tape drives, disk drives, modem, etc.

Header: The specific segment that, in simplest terms, tells
the receiving computer where an individual EDI message
starts.

I
Implementation: The act of starting an EDI system.

Implementation Guide: A publication listing the EDI mes-
sages that are in a particular industry or application. It indi-
cates how the information in those messages should be pre-
sented on a segment by segment, and data element by data
element basis, including which segments and data elements

are needed, which ones need not be used, and what code
values will be expected in the application of that particular
message.

Industry Specific: Useful to only one particular group
of companies grouped together by a common area of
endeavor. In EDI, it refers to the ability of an EDI Standard
to be used by only one industry.

ISO: Acronym for the International Standards Organization.
An international organization, working with the United
Nations, that maintains the standards for all applications of
technology and mechanics for global industry.

M
Mailbox: A file storage area within a computer, usually one
used by a Network Service Provider, where information is
placed until it can be retrieved by the intended receiver.

Mapping: The act of determining what pieces of informa-
tion in the company’s database should be placed into each
data element of an EDI message or transaction set, or in
reverse, what data elements of an EDI message or transac-
tion set should be placed into the company’s database.

Message: A block of information in EDI, making up a
business transaction, or part of a business transaction.

Message Standards: The system of syntax, data elements,
segments, and messages (transaction sets) with which EDI
will be conducted.

MODEM: Abbreviated form of “Modulator/Demodulator.”
The electronic device that connects the computer to a tele-
phone line to allow communications.

N
National Standards Body: The organization in a country
that is tasked with keeping the standards for all applications
of technology and mechanics for the industry of that
country.
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Network: An electronic communications system that links
computers together to allow EDI to take place.

Network Service Provider: A company that maintains a
network and offers its services and capabilities to others
for a fee.

P
Paperwork: The documents that have been traditionally
used to convey information in a business transaction.

Pilot: The process of testing a part of the final system as a
gauge to determine the viability of the concept prior to
implementing the entire system for full production. It takes
the concept out of the realm of theory, and provides empiri-
cal knowledge of what can reasonably be expected of the
system when it is fully implemented.

Pilot Project: A project conducted between two or more
EDI trading partners to test the viability of a proposed EDI
System.

Platform: The type of computer system being used.

Purchase Order: A document issued by a buyer to a seller
that detail the terms of sale under which the buyer will pur-
chase the seller’s goods.

R
Receiver: The party to whom the EDI message or
transaction set is transmitted.

S
Segment: A part of an EDI message or transaction set,
made up of a number of related data elements separated by
a delimiter, conveying a part of the business transaction
being made.

Segment Directory: A listing of the segments unique to the
specific system of EDI Standards being used, and
usually part of the data dictionary.

Seller: The party in a business transaction who sells goods
or services to a buyer for good and valuable consideration.

Sender: The party who transmits the EDI messages.

Shipment Notification: An EDI transaction sent by the
shipper of material to the receiver advising that the shipment
has been sent, and providing details such as manifest, PO
number, estimated time of arrival, carrier, etc.

Software: The programs residing on disk, tape, or other
storage media used by the computer to accomplish its tasks.

Standards: Something established for use as a rule or basis
of comparison. In the context of EDI, this usually refers to
the system of message standards that are in use between
trading partners.

Standards Body: A committee, usually made up of repre-
sentatives of the users of a given Standard, and either accept-
ed by industry or charged by a government to maintain the
Standards in question.

Standards, Proprietary: Those systems of EDI messages
that are developed by the trading partners themselves for a
specific application, which do not fit in any of the systems
of Standards developed by any of the accepted Standards
Bodies around the world.

Standards, Public: Those systems of EDI messages that are
prepared and published by or through the accepted
Standards Bodies around the world.

Syntax: The system for arranging data elements and seg-
ments within an EDI message or transaction set, as dictated
by the Message or Transaction Set Standards being used.
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T
TDCC: Transportation Data Coordinating Committee.
This is the original EDI organization for the United States.
Through its efforts, the first EDI Standards were developed,
published and maintained. It is now EDIA and has become
the national EDI user group for the United States.

Third-party: A party other than the sender or receiver, such
as a Network Service Provider or software developer provid-
ing goods or services, in support of the transmission of
information in ED.

Trading Partner: The entity with which EDI is carried on.
This may be either the sender or the receiver of information
in EDI.

Trailer: The specific segment, that in simplest terms, tells
the receiving computer where an individual EDI message
ends.

Transaction Set: A block of information in EDI, making up
a business transaction or part of a business transaction out-
side North America, this is normally called a message.

Transaction Set Standards: The system of syntax, data ele-
ments, segments and transaction sets (messages) with which
EDI will be conducted.

Translator: A program used to convert information from
flat file to EDI format, or from EDI format to flat file.

U
User: An entity, either an individual or a company, who uti-
lizes a computer or system of standards for a specific pur-
pose like EDI.

User Group: An organization of individuals and/or compa-
nies who come together to deal with the needs of those who
wish to employ a technique or technology in a unified man-
ner. User groups are discussion organizations.

V
Value Added Network: A system where a network leases
communication lines from a communications common car-
rier, enhances them by adding improvements such as error
detection and/or faster response time, and then allows others
to use this service on those lines for a fee. This is often
abbreviated as VAN.

VAN: Standard abbreviation for Value Added Network
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